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SUMMARY
The dentate gyrus (DG) receives substantial input from the homologous brain area of the contralateral hemi-
sphere. This input is by and large excitatory. Viral-tracing experiments provided anatomical evidence for the
existence of GABAergic connectivity between the two DGs, but the function of these projections has re-
mained elusive. Combining electrophysiological and optogenetic approaches, we demonstrate that somato-
statin-expressing contralateral DG (SOM+ cDG)-projecting neurons preferentially engage dendrite-targeting
interneurons over principal neurons. Single-unit recordings from freely moving mice reveal that optogenetic
stimulation of SOM+ cDG projections modulates the activity of GABAergic neurons and principal neurons
over multiple timescales. Importantly, we demonstrate that optogenetic silencing of SOM+ cDG projections
during spatial memory encoding, but not during memory retrieval, results in compromised DG-dependent
memory. Moreover, optogenetic stimulation of SOM+ cDG projections is sufficient to disrupt contextual
memory recall. Collectively, our findings reveal that SOM+ long-range projectionsmediate inter-DG inhibition
and contribute to learning and memory.
INTRODUCTION

The hippocampus is a key brain area involved in processing

episodic memory (Olton et al., 1979; Tulving and Markowitsch,

1998). Cortical inputs reach the hippocampus via the canonical

trisynaptic pathway, engaging the dentate gyrus (DG) as the first

relay station for information processing (Amaral et al., 2007;

Jonas and Lisman, 2014; McNaughton and Barnes, 1977; van

Strien et al., 2009). Sparse activation of DG granule cells

(GCs), which is thought to subserve pattern separation, trans-

forms cortical information into distinct output patterns that are

transmitted to the downstream CA3 area (Leutgeb et al., 2007;

McNaughton and Morris, 1987; Neunuebel and Knierim, 2014;

Yassa and Stark, 2011). The sparse activation of GCs is to a large

extent under the control of local-circuit interneurons (Halasy and

Somogyi, 1993; Sik et al., 1997; Sloviter and Brisman, 1995) that

contribute to the high activation threshold of GCs, thus

increasing the signal-to-noise ratio upon cortical activation (Es-

pinoza et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2016). Therefore, loss of inhibition

or inadequate inhibition leads to impaired performance in several

hippocampus-dependent memory tasks (Deng et al., 2019; Do-

nato et al., 2013; Morales et al., 2021; Murray et al., 2011; Stefa-

nelli et al., 2016; Xia et al., 2017).
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
GABAergic cells are crucial in maintaining the excitation-inhi-

bition balance of neural circuits (Anderson et al., 2000; Bhatia

et al., 2019; Okun and Lampl, 2008) and contribute to the mod-

ulation of network oscillations in several brain areas (Atallah and

Scanziani, 2009; Bartos et al., 2007). Local interneurons are not

the only source of inhibition in cortical networks. Thus, there is

increasing evidence that GABAergic projection neurons modu-

late the activity of remotely located cortical brain areas (Basu

et al., 2016; Caputi et al., 2013; Eyre and Bartos, 2019; Jinno

et al., 2007; Melzer et al., 2012; Melzer and Monyer, 2020).

GABAergic projection neurons exert their influence in either het-

erologous or homologous brain regions. For instance, the medial

entorhinal cortex-hippocampus projections (Melzer et al., 2012)

connect functionally distinct brain areas within one hemisphere,

whereas the DG-DG projections that we focus on here (Eyre and

Bartos, 2019) ensure interhemispheric connectivity between ho-

mologous brain areas.

Connectivity between homologous brain areas has been

demonstrated at the anatomical and electrophysiological level

for many hippocampal subfields, including the DG. Most projec-

tions providing the direct interhemispheric interaction between

functionally similar hippocampal areas are excitatory in

nature. For instance, hilar mossy cells (MCs) provide bilateral
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connectivity between the left and the right DG (Deadwyler et al.,

1975). Interestingly, as MCs preferentially innervate interneu-

rons, the net effect on GCs is primarily inhibitory (Buzsáki and

Czéh, 1981; Buzsáki and Eidelberg, 1981; Bilkey and Goddard,

1987; Wang et al., 2021). Here we studied GABAergic projection

neurons that connect the two DG in the right and left hemi-

spheres. Their existence was first inferred based on retrograde

tracing experiments (Ribak et al., 1986) and corroborated

much later by employing an anterograde viral-tracing approach

(Melzer et al., 2012). Amore detailed anatomical characterization

of these somatostatin-expressing (SOM+) cells ensued (Eyre and

Bartos, 2019), but the identity of the target cells in the contralat-

eral hemisphere and their functional role in vivo have remained

unknown.

In this study, we investigate the synaptic transmission of the

contralateral DG (cDG) projections and their role in DG-depen-

dent behavioral tests using a combination of optogenetic and

ex vivo and in vivo electrophysiological approaches that allow

the selective manipulation of cDG projection terminals. We

demonstrate that connections formed by GABAergic projection

neurons, although weak and sparse, are sufficient to modulate

neuronal activity in the cDG and contribute to memory formation

and retrieval.

RESULTS

GABAergic SOM+ cDG projections differentially inner-
vate DG neurons
To establish the identity of GABAergic source cells that project to

the cDG,weperformed viral-tracingexperiments.Anadeno-asso-

ciated virus (AAV) allowing the Cre-dependent transduction of

ChR2-mCherry was injected unilaterally into the dorsal DG of

genetically modifiedmice, expressing Cre recombinase in distinct

GABAergic neurons (Figures 1A, 1B, and S1A–S1D). Three weeks

andmore following theviral injection,mCherry-labeledaxonswere

visualized in the cDG of GAD2- and SOM-Cre mice, and also, but

to a lesser extent, in VIP- and PV-Cre mice (Figures 1C and S1B–

S1E). There was no labeling of neurons in the contralateral hemi-

sphere, excluding both transsynaptic spread or retrograde trans-

port of viral particles (Figure S2A).

Given that the SOM+ projections were denser than the other 2

GABAergic cell subtypes, we analyzed these projections in more

detail. Previous immunohistochemical studies demonstrated

that in the dorsal DG, SOM+ cells localized to the hilus (Fig-

ure S2B; Amaral et al., 1988; Bakst et al., 1986; Morrison et al.,

1982). Indeed, in agreement with this and also with a recent

study (Eyre and Bartos, 2019), at the injection site, mCherry-

labeled neurons were located in the hilus (Figures 1B and

S2A), and axon terminals were observed mostly in the hilus

and the outer molecular layer (OML), with a clear preference

for the latter. In the contralateral hemisphere, mCherry-labeled

axons were found in the homologous areas (Figures 1C and

S2C), namely the hilus (Figure 1C, boxed region 2) and the

OML (Figure 1C, boxed regions 1 and 3). To further support

our findings, we injected the retrograde tracer CTB-555 into

one DG (Figure S1F). Upon inspection of the contralateral hippo-

campus 5 days post injection, we detected CTB+ cells in the hilus

(Figure S1G, top) but not in the CA1 and CA3 (Figure S1G,
2 Cell Reports 39, 110831, May 17, 2022
bottom). The retrogradely labeled CTB+ neurons in the hilus

significantly outnumbered the anterogradely labeled mCherry+

neurons (Figures 1B and S1G; CTB+ cells, �45 cells/slice, 8 sli-

ces from 2 mice; mCherry+ cells, �6 cells/slice, 16 slices from 4

mice), which is not surprising, asMCs are known to project to the

cDG. In agreement with the notion that MCs selectively express

GluR2/3 but not SOM (Fujise and Kosaka, 1999; Lein et al., 2007;

Wang et al., 2021), CTB positivity was detected in GluR2/3 (i.e.,

MCs) (Figure S1H) and SOM+ cells (Figures S1I and S1J).

To investigate the connectivity pattern of SOM+ cells in the

cDG, a ChR2-eYFP-expressing virus was injected into one DG,

and whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were performed from

various types of neurons in the cDG (Figure 1D). Using a high

Cl� internal solution, brief photostimulation of ChR2-expressing

axons evoked inward currents within 5 ms in GCs and morpho-

logically defined interneurons of the cDG. The responses were

comparable to the baseline condition after applying kynurenic

acid (2 mM), but were completely blocked by the GABAA recep-

tor antagonist gabazine (1 mM) (Figures 1E and S3A–S3C),

providing evidence for the inhibitory nature of the optogenetically

activated synaptic terminals. Light-evoked responses were de-

tected also in MCs and in various types of dendrite-targeting in-

terneurons (D-INs) but not in basket cells (BC) (Figures 1F, left,

and S3D–S3I; Table S1). Further analysis of the light-evoked re-

sponses revealed that, despite the large variation in individual

cell types, the inhibitory postsynaptic conductance (IPSG) of

most D-INs was greater than that of GCs (Figure 1F, right). To

control for conductance differences in cells recorded from

different slices, we analyzed evoked responses from recorded

D-INs and GCs in the same slice. Indeed, in most instances

(20 of 23), the IPSG of the current induced in theD-INwas greater

than that of the simultaneously recorded GC (Figure 1G).
Stimulating SOM+ cDG projections modulates DG activ-
ity in freely moving mice
To test the effect of SOM+ cDG projection activation in freely

moving mice, we injected a ChR2-mCherry virus into the hilar re-

gion of one DG of SOM-Cre mice, and stimulated axon terminals

in the cDG. Tetrodes and an optic fiber were implanted above the

cDG (Figures 2A, top, and S4A) and the tetrodes were advanced

gradually after each recording. Single-unit activity was recorded

while the mice were foraging in an open-field environment con-

taining two scented objects (Figures 2A, bottom, and S4B).

Such an enrichment of the environment was previously reported

to increase the activity of DG neurons known to exhibit normally

sparse firing (Heale and Vanderwolf, 1994; Huckleberry et al.,

2015; Kirschen et al., 2017). The mice do not have a preference

for the scented objects during the recording sessions

(Figures S4C–S4E). Of the recorded DG neurons (n = 1,052

neurons) only a subset (n = 61 neurons) responded to the 10 Hz

photostimulation. We utilized peristimulus time histograms (Fig-

ure 2B) to further categorize responsive neurons considering

the change in firing rate and the response latency. Three groups

were identified. Specifically, we distinguished neurons that were

inhibited early (IE; n = 7 neurons, latency 3.5–6.5ms) or late (IL; n =

44 neurons, latency 10.5–28.5ms) and neurons that were excited

(E; n = 10 neurons, latency 4.5–17.5 ms) following
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Figure 1. GABAergic SOM+ cDG projections differentially innervate DG neurons

(A) Schematic of viral injection into a SOM-Cre mouse.

(B) Expression of ChR2-mCherry and 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) at the virus injection site. Somata labeled by mCherry are detectable in the hilus and

axons in the OML and the hilus.

(C) Expression of mCherry and DAPI in the cDG. Right, enlarged views of the indicated areas in the left image. Arrowheads indicate mCherry-labeled axons.

(D) Left, experimental schematic. Right, summary diagram of two principal neurons (red) and five morphophysiologically distinct interneuron subtypes (blue).

Filled circles mark the location of the cell body; the thick lines indicate the dendritic trees; the hatched boxes are the domains where the axons of the indicated

interneuron types arborize primarily. GC, granule cell; MC, mossy cell; BC, basket cell; HICAP, hilar commissural-associational pathway-related cell; HIPP, hilar

perforant path-associated cell; ML, molecular layer cell; TML, total molecular layer cell.

(E) Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from a GC and an interneuron (IN) and 470 nm LED illumination of nearby cDG projections. Representative traces showing

gabazine (1 mM)-induced blockage of postsynaptic currents evoked by photostimulation of cDG projections (see also Figure S3).

(F) Left, quantitative evaluation of the connectivity between cDG projections and various types of target cells in the cDG (see also Figure S2). Dendrite-targeting

interneurons are marked as D-INs. Right, corresponding inhibitory postsynaptic conductances (IPSGs) from each cell type. ***p = 0.0004, Kruskal-Wallis test.

Box-and-whisker plots indicate the median, interquartile range, and minimum to maximum values.

(G) IPSGs from simultaneously recorded D-INs and GCs. ***p < 0.001, Mann-Whitney U test (Npairs = 23, U = 132).
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photostimulation (Figure S4F). Based on the distribution of

response latencies, the cutoff value between IE and IL cells was

set to 7 ms.

We wondered how the three groups of neurons correlate

with previously established criteria for functionally distinct DG
neuronal subtypes (Senzai and Buzsáki, 2017). Thus, according

to these authors, trough-to-peak latency of the spike waveform

and burst index are key parameters for the separation of DG

neurons into excitatory neurons (quadrant I), inhibitory neurons

with a narrow spike waveform (quadrants II and III), and inhibitory
Cell Reports 39, 110831, May 17, 2022 3
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Figure 2. Stimulating SOM+ cDG projections modulates DG activity in freely moving mice

(A) Top, schematic of the viral injection, and implantation of tetrodes and an optic fiber in the cDG (n = 13 mice). Bottom, recording paradigm. Blue laser

stimulation at 10 Hz with a 5ms duration is delivered in one of the two exploration sessions. The order of blue light delivery in the two sessions alternates from one

day to the other. The objects are placed into the exploration chamber to increase the activity of DG neurons.

(B) Peristimulus time histograms of neuronal firing in response to photostimulation. The four illustrated neurons show either no effect (1,052 neurons), early

inhibition (IE; 7 neurons), late inhibition (IL; 44 neurons), or excitation (E; 10 neurons). Spatial firing rate maps in light-on (top) and light-off (bottom) sessions are

shown next to each histogram. The heatmaps are colored such that red indicates maximal firing rate and blue indicates no firing.

(legend continued on next page)
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neurons with a wide spike waveform (quadrant IV). Indeed, neu-

rons in quadrant I characterized by a lower mean firing rate and a

higher information score were putative excitatory cells, while

neurons in quadrants II, III, and IV, with a higher mean firing

rate and a lower information score, were putative interneurons

(Figures S4G and S4H). Most IE and IL neurons mapped onto

quadrants IV and II/III, thus corresponding to wide- and nar-

row-waveform interneurons, respectively, while E neurons could

be any cell type (Figure 2C). Narrow-waveform inhibitory neurons

exhibit higher firing rates than wide-waveform inhibitory neurons

(Morales et al., 2021; Senzai and Buzsáki, 2017). Indeed, IL
neurons exhibited significantly higher mean firing rates during

light-off sessions than IE or E neurons (Figure 2D). The firing-

rate maps of both IE and IL neurons showed little spatial

selectivity, whereas some E neurons exhibited spatial firing

specificity (Figure 2B). Some GCs and MCs were shown to

exhibit spatial selectivity (GoodSmith et al., 2017, 2019).

Accordingly, we found four E cells with higher information scores

than what was expected by chance (Figure 2E). The information

score of the spatially tuned E cells, however, was lower than that

typically reported for GCs and MCs (Gil et al., 2018; GoodSmith

et al., 2017, 2019), and may depend on the exact recording

conditions. Of all neurons responding to laser stimulation, the

majority was categorized as IL (44 of 61 responsive cells,

72%). Since IL neurons were characterized by high mean firing

rates and narrow spike waveforms, they are very likely fast-

spiking inhibitory neurons.

Considering the chosen cutoff value of 7 ms (> IE and < IL), it is

safe to assume that the modulatory photostimulation-induced

effect on most E cells and IL cells is polysynaptic. To better un-

derstand the sequence of events, we performed again in vitro re-

cordings in acute slices.We recorded in current clampmode and

low chloride concentration from GCs and molecular-layer inter-

neurons, and found that upon pharmacological silencing of the

projections (CNO wash-in), the latter increased, whereas the

former decreased, their firing (Figure S4I). This is consistent

with the in vivo results, where we obtained the opposite when

activating the projections.

Stimulating SOM+ cDG projections disrupts contextual
memory
We next tested whether the artificial activation of SOM+ ChR2-

expressing axons in the cDG at the same frequency as used in

our in vivo recordings was sufficient to disrupt memory in a

context-reward memory task. SOM-Cre mice were injected

with a DIO-ChR2-mCherry AAV or a control AAV (DIO-eYFP

only) into one DG, and an optical fiber was implanted above

the cDG. The mice were subsequently subjected to a condi-

tioned place preference (CPP) task where one context was

repeatedly associated with a reward (ethanol) and another

context with a neutral stimulus (saline) (Figures 3A and 3B; see

also STAR Methods). Mice received 10 Hz, 473 nm photostimu-
(C) Trough-to-peak latency and burst index of all recorded DG cells (open circles) a

(red). The vertical dashed line is the cutoff value to isolate narrow-waveform inhibi

burst index 1.2 is used to distinguish excitatory cells from wide-waveform inhibit

(D) Mean firing rates of the responsive cells during light-off sessions. Bar graphs

(E) Information scores of the responsive cells during light-off sessions compared
lation on the test day when they had free access to both con-

texts. The control mice that received photostimulation during

the test session showed a significant preference for the

reward-paired context (increased CPP scores) (Figure 3C) and

traveled farther in the reward context compared with the control

context (Figure 3D). In contrast, ChR2 mice that received 10 Hz

photostimulation during the test session neither exhibited a pref-

erence for the reward context (Figure 3C) nor traveled farther in

this context (Figure 3D).

Silencing SOM+ cDG projections during memory acqui-
sition, but not retrieval, impairs spatial memory
Finally, since there is good evidence that the hippocampus

processes spatial and non-spatial information (Lenck-Santini

et al., 2005; O’Keefe, 1999; Wiener et al., 1989), we examined

the effect of silencing SOM+ cDGprojections on behavioral tasks

that require spatial and object memory (Ennaceur and Delacour,

1988). SOM-Cremicewere injectedwith a DIO-NpHR-eYFP AAV

or a control AAV (DIO-eYFP) into the hilar region of one DG and

implanted with an optical fiber above the cDG. The mice were

subsequently tested in an object displacement (OD) and object

recognition (OR) memory task (Figure 4A). Continuous photoinhi-

bition was delivered during either the sample or the test phase in

each task (Figures 4B and 4E). Spatial and object memory were

evaluated during the test trial by calculating the discrimination in-

dex (DI) from the exploration time for the displaced object (OD) or

novel object (OR) and that for the familiar location (in OD) or

familiar object (in OR) (see also STAR Methods). In OD, both the

control mice and theNpHRmice showed a preference for the ob-

ject in a novel location when sham laser inhibition was delivered

either during the sample sessions or during the test sessions

(Figures 4C and 4D). In contrast, silencing the SOM+ cDGprojec-

tions during the OD sample trial blocked the preference for the

displaced object during the subsequent test trial in the NpHR

mice but not in the control mice (Figure 4C). Silencing the

SOM+ cDG projections during the test trials in the OD task did

not affect the preference for the object in a novel location (Fig-

ure 4D). Next, we examined the effect of silencing the SOM+

cDG projections in the OR task (Figure 4E). Silencing the SOM+

cDG projections in either the sample or the test session had no

effect on the preference for the novel object during the test ses-

sion (Figures 4F and 4G). There was no difference in distance

traveled in the laser-on condition between control and NpHR

mice, neither in the OD nor in the OR task (Figure S5). Also, there

was no preference for one of the two objects, neither in control

nor in NpHR mice during the sample session (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

Here we combined viral-tracing, connectivity studies in acute

slices; in vivo electrophysiology; and behavioral experiments

to study GABAergic projections that connect the DGs in the
nd of the neurons that respond to photostimulation with IE (blue), IL (black), or E

tory neurons (trough-to-peak latency <0.425 ms). The horizontal dashed line at

ory neurons.

represent the mean + SEM. *p < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test.

with the 95th percentile of information scores obtained from shuffled data.

Cell Reports 39, 110831, May 17, 2022 5
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Figure 3. Stimulating SOM+ cDG projections disrupts contextual memory
(A) Schematic of the viral injection (eYFP/control, 17 mice; ChR2-mCherry, 14 mice) and optical fiber implantation in SOM-Cre mice.

(B) Experimental design of the CPP test. Three weeks after surgery, mice perform the test, which comprises three sessions: a pretest session on day 1, followed

by 5 conditioning days (days 2–7, day 5 is a rest day), and a test session on day 8. During the pretest and test sessions, the mice freely explore the two chambers

after having received saline. During the conditioning session, the mice receive saline in the morning (AM) in the assigned non-reward chamber and ethanol in the

afternoon (PM) in the assigned reward chamber. Laser stimulation at 10 Hz (9.0–9.5 mW) is delivered on the test day.

(C) CPP scores from eYFP and ChR2mice in the pretest and test sessions. The CPP score is evaluated by subtracting the time spent in the reward chamber from

that in the non-reward chamber. p = 0.0199, two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) (F(1,29) = 5.844) with Sidak correction for multiple comparisons; *p = 0.0392

and **p = 0.006.

(D) Distances traveled on the test day for eYFP and ChR2 mice in the reward and non-reward chambers. **p < 0.01, Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
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two hemispheres. The molecular identity of these projections,

namely the SOM positivity, was first reported by Melzer and

colleagues (Melzer et al., 2012) and was further substantiated

a few years later (Eyre and Bartos, 2019). Subsequent studies

identified also PV+ and calbindin+ neurons that connect the

left and right DG (Eyre and Bartos, 2019; Wick et al., 2017),

and here we have added VIP+ neurons to this repertoire of

GABAergic projection neurons. A number of technical variables

such as site and volume of injection preclude a direct compar-

ison that would enable a quantitative evaluation regarding the

proportion of these distinct GABAergic projections, but based

on all these studies it is safe to assume that SOM+ projections

prevail. Hence this population became the target of our func-

tional investigations, which does not imply, however, that the

sparser PV+, VIP+, or calbindin+ projections connecting the

two DGs are of less functional significance. On the contrary,
6 Cell Reports 39, 110831, May 17, 2022
further investigations of these projections are warranted but

may be technically more challenging.

We first sought to obtain information pertaining to the identity

of inhibited cells in the target region. Different connectivity

patterns have been reported for other GABAergic projection

neurons that connect subdomains of the parahippocampal

area. Thus, GABAergic neurons connecting the medial entorhi-

nal cortex and CA1 bidirectionally target predominantly or even

exclusively GABAergic neurons (Melzer et al., 2012), whereas

GABAergic neurons mediating bidirectional cross talk between

the subiculum andCA1 innervate both interneurons and principal

cells in the target area (Francavilla et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2014).

The GABAergic projection pattern between the two DGs is remi-

niscent of the latter connectivity pattern in that the target cells

comprise interneurons and principal cells. Specifically, cDG pro-

jections inhibit several types of interneurons and principal cells. It
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Figure 4. Silencing SOM+ cDG projections

during memory acquisition, but not retrieval,

impairs spatial memory

(A) Top, left, schematic of the viral injection (eYFP/

control, 16 mice; NpHR-eYFP, 17 mice) and optical

fiber implantation in the cDG. Top, right, schematic

of the object displacement (OD) and object recogni-

tion (OR) tests. The laser symbol is color coded to

indicate trials with laser-off or laser-on stimulation.

Bottom, OD and OR experimental timeline.

(B) Experimental design of the OD task. Left, a

589 nm laser (9.0–9.5 mW) is delivered continuously

during the 10 min sample session in half of the ani-

mals on the first day, while the second half of the

mice receive a sham stimulation. After 5 min resting

in the rest box, the mice are placed in the apparatus

with a new spatial-object configuration. The same

procedure is repeated on the second day, while

the group that received sham stimulus receive laser

stimulation, and vice versa. Right, the mice freely

explore the arena during the 10 min sample session;

after 5 min resting in the rest box, a 589 nm laser is

delivered continuously during the 5 min test session

to half of the animals, while the second half of the

mice receive a sham stimulation. This procedure is

repeated on the second day with reversed laser

assignment in the test trials.

(C) The discrimination index (DI) when the mice

receive lasermanipulation during theOD sample ses-

sions.Nodifference inDI isobserved ineYFPmicebe-

tween laser-off and laser-on manipulations. The DIs

from NpHR-eYFP mice that received laser-on treat-

mentduring thesamplesessionare significantly lower

thanwhen themice received laser-off treatment.Two-

way ANOVA (F(1, 31) = 5.596) with Sidak correction for

multiple comparisons test, *p = 0.0231. The DI of

NpHR-eYFP mice that received laser-on treatment

is lower than the DI from eYFP mice, *p = 0.0192.

The distribution of DIs from NpHR-

eYFP mice that received laser-on treatment during

the sample session does not vary from 0. Wilcoxon

signed-rank test, p = 0.1459. Red asterisks refer to a

one-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test of the DIs

versus chance level (0%), **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

Graph shows mean + SEM.

(D) The DIs when the mice receive laser manipulation

during the OD test session. No difference in DIs be-

tween laser-off and laser-on manipulations is ob-

served in the eYFP mice nor in the NpHR-eYFP

mice. Two-way ANOVA (F(1, 31) = 0.7002). Red aster-

isks refer to a one-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank

test of the DIs versus chance level (0%), ***p <

0.001; ****p < 0.0001. Graph shows mean + SEM.

(E)Similar to (B), but object recognition taskwasused.

(F) The DIs when the mice receive laser manipulation

during the OR sample session. There is no difference

inDIs between laser-off and laser-onmanipulations in

the eYFPmice nor in the NpHR-eYFPmice. Two-way

ANOVA (F(1, 31) = 0.0853). Redasterisks refer to a one-

sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test of the DIs versus

chance level (0%), **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ****p

<0.0001. Graph shows mean + SEM.

(G) The DIs when the mice receive laser manipulation

during the OR sample session. There is no difference in DIs between laser-off and laser-on manipulations in the eYFP mice nor in the NpHR-eYFP mice. Two-way

ANOVA (F(1, 31) = 0.3307). Red asterisks refer to a one-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test of the DIs versus chance level (0%), **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ****p <

0.0001. Graph shows mean + SEM.

(legend continued on next page)
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should be emphasized, though, that axonal activation of cDG

projections had a greater effect onmorphologically defined inter-

neurons in the contralateral hemisphere: both the proportion of

inhibited interneurons was greater than that of principal cells

and the strength of inhibition was greater on interneurons than

on GCs. In view of a previous study, it may be surprising that,

upon light-induced axonal activation of cDG projections, we

were able to detect the inhibitory currents in distinct target

neurons. Thus, Eyre and colleagues (Eyre and Bartos, 2019)

characterized these very same projections anatomically, yet

were unable to elicit responses in neurons of the cDG. This

discrepancy is most likely technical in nature. Parsimonious ex-

planations include any of the following: the different genotypes of

the mice (GAD2-IRES-Cre in the Eyre study, SOM-IRES-Cre in

our study), the different promoters driving ChR2 expression

(CAG in the Eyre study and EF1a in our study), and/or the time

allowed for ChR2 translation. All can result in quantitative differ-

ences in transmitter release and ChR2 expression.

Although SOM+ cDG-projecting neurons directly innervate

excitatory and dendrite-targeting inhibitory neurons but not

soma-targeting inhibitory fast-spiking cells, the in vivo record-

ings revealed that themodulatory effect wasmost notable in nar-

row-waveform, fast-spiking cells. The electrophysiological re-

sults enable several inferences regarding the recruitment and

sequential activation of DG neurons. To recapitulate, based on

the differential modulatory effects and latencies, we distin-

guished IE, IL, and E responsive cells. The latencies of E respon-

sive cells were between IE and IL, suggesting that E and IL re-

sponses corresponded to sequentially triggered polysynaptic

responses. This assumption was further corroborated by inves-

tigating the cell types in the three responsive groups. Thus, IE re-

sponses were observed predominately in wide-waveform inhib-

itory neurons that in turn would have a disinhibitory effect in E

responsive cells that would then trigger IL responses in two

ways: interneurons with E response would further suppress IL
(Halasy and Somogyi, 1993; Savanthrapadian et al., 2014), and

excitatory cells with E response would cause feedforward inhibi-

tion (Buzsáki and Czéh, 1981; Buzsáki and Eidelberg, 1981;

Bilkey andGoddard 1987; Hsu et al., 2016). Indeed, we identified

interneuron-like cells and also spatial selective cells in the E

responsive group.

The number of cells recruited in a memory trace in the hippo-

campus is largely controlled by interneurons (Donato et al., 2013;

Halasy and Somogyi, 1993; Lee et al., 2016; Lovett-Barron et al.,

2014; Royer et al., 2012; Stefanelli et al., 2016). Several studies

have shown that silencing or activating PV+ or SOM+ cells during

memory acquisition, retrieval, or consolidation impairs associ-

ated behavioral outcomes in different behavioral paradigms

(Deng et al., 2019; Morales et al., 2021; Murray et al., 2011; Xia

et al., 2017). Therefore, we investigated whether manipulation

of cDG projections would have an impact onmemory acquisition

and retrieval. The hippocampus is known for its role in process-

ing both spatial and non-spatial memory (Barker andWarburton,

2011; Ennaceur and Delacour, 1988; Mumby et al., 2002), which

we assessed here by the OD and OR behavioral test, respec-

tively. As designed, and in particular with the precise inactivation

during the sample or test phase, we were able to determine

whether cDG projections were involved in memory acquisition
8 Cell Reports 39, 110831, May 17, 2022
and/or retrieval in the two types of memory. Thus, our results

support the notion that in the spatial OD task cDG projections

were relevant for memory acquisition but not memory retrieval.

This is reminiscent of what was reported by Morales et al.

(2021). The authors reported a similar phenotype upon bilateral

silencing of SOM+ neurons in the DG, raising the question as

to the exact contribution of SOM+ interneurons and SOM+ cDG

projection neurons. Our study further demonstrated that

silencing cDG projection during either the sample or the test

phase did not affect OR. This is in line with previous studies

showing that the hippocampus did not support non-spatial

memory when tested like here, with short delays in the OR task

(Barker and Warburton, 2011; Cohen et al., 2013; Hammond

et al., 2004). These studies, however, revealed the role of the hip-

pocampus in OR memory at long delays (24 h). Interestingly,

while cDGprojections do not support retrieval of OD or ORmem-

ory, they do play a role in other forms of long-termmemory, such

as in the retrieval of an already established context-reward

memory.

The increasing number of ‘‘novel’’ GABAergic projections con-

necting many cortical and subcortical brain areas clearly raise

the question as to the function of these neurons. It remains a

daunting task to associate these projections with defined func-

tions, as the few existing functional studies clearly point to selec-

tive functions for each of these projections. For instance, two

GABAergic projections from the septum to the medial entorhinal

cortex differentially affect the activity in the target area and the

behavior of the animals in memory tasks (Schlesiger et al.,

2021). Similarly, two defined GABAergic projections from the

motor cortex to the striatum differentially affect locomotion in

freely moving animals (Melzer et al., 2017). However, conclusive

answers regarding the function of defined GABAergic projec-

tions will remain a challenge and await focused studies on the

function of these neurons during specific tasks.

In sum, in this study we investigated SOM+ cDG projections

connecting the DG in the two hemispheres. We combined viral

tracing and electrophysiological recordings in vitro to determine

the identity of the target neurons, as well as in vivo recordings

and behavioral investigations to obtain insight into the modula-

tory effect that these projections exert at the functional level.

Together, our results demonstrate that, despite the sparse na-

ture of SOM+ cDG projections, modulating their activity during

memory encoding or retrieval causes a disruption in memory

processing capable of altering behavior.

Limitations of the study
In this study we focused on cDG-projecting SOM+ cells

because they were more numerous than PV+ or VIP+ neurons

projecting from one DG to the other. This may not necessarily

mean that they have less or no function. Furthermore, and

more important, in the absence of specific markers for

GABAergic projection neurons, it was not possible to differen-

tially label cDG-projecting SOM+ cells and SOM+ interneurons.

Thus, we were constrained to activate or inhibit axons of cDG-

projecting SOM+ cells unilaterally. On one hand, this could be

viewed as a drawback in the context of the behavioral studies,

but on the other, we predict an even stronger phenotype upon

bilateral manipulation.
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Rabbit Polyclonal anti-DsRed Clontech Living Colors� Cat# 632496; RRID:AB_10013483
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Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

SR 95531 hydrobromide (gabazine) Tocris Cat# 1262

Kynurenic acid Sigma-Aldrich Cat# K3375

Clozapine N-oxide Sigma-Aldrich Cat# C0832

Biocytin Invitrogen Cat# B-1592

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: GAD2-Cre Tamamaki et al., 2003 N/A

Mouse: SOM-Cre Melzer et al., 2012 N/A

Mouse: SST-Cre Jackson lab; Taniguchi et al., 2011 RRID: IMSR_JAX:013044

Mouse: PV-Cre Hippenmeyer et al., 2005 N/A

Mouse: VIP-Cre Jackson lab RRID: IMSR_JAX:010908

Software and algorithms

Adobe Illustrator Adobe https://www.adobe.com/

Clampfit 10.2 Molecular Devices https://www.moleculardevices.com

EthoVision XT13 Noldus http://www.noldus.com

Fiji Schindelin et al., 2012 https://imagej.net/Fiji

GraphPad Prism 8 GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com

KlustaKwik Rossant et al., 2016 https://github.com/klusta-team/klustakwik

Klusters Lynn Hazan, Buzsáki lab N/A

Ktan http://github.com/kevin-allen/ktan N/A

Laser_stimulation http://github.com/kevin-allen/laser_stimulation N/A

Neuromantic 1.6.3 University of Reading https://www.reading.ac.uk/

neuromantic/body_index.php

Positrack http://github.com/kevin-allen/positrack N/A

R http://cran.r-project.org N/A

Relectro package http://github.com/kevin-allen/relectro N/A

DeepLabCut http://github.com/DeepLabCut/DeepLabCut N/A

Other

4 tetrode microdrive Axona MDR-16TSS1

Tungsten wire 12 mm California Fine Wire Company EW-12T

Intan RHD2000 USB Interface Board Intan Technologies RHD2000

16-Channel Amplifier Board Intan Technologies RHD2132
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Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources may be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Prof. Dr. Hannah Monyer

(h.monyer@dkfz-heidelberg.de).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
All data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request. Any additional information required to reanalyze the

data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request. This paper does not report original code.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All animals were handled in accordance with the European and Institutional Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

The protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University and

Regierungspraesidium Karlsruhe, Germany. We used glutamate decarboxylase 2 (GAD2)-Cre (Tamamaki et al., 2003), parvalbumin

(PV)-Cre (Hippenmeyer et al., 2005), vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP)-Cre (Jackson lab, stock no. 010908; Taniguchi et al.,

2011), and somatostatin (SOM)-Cre (Melzer et al., 2012) lines for circuit mapping. Two mouse lines with Cre expression in SOM-pos-

itive neurons were used because experiments were carried out at two institutions where these lines were already established. Thus,

patch-clamp recordings were performed in the lab of Dr. Lien in Taipei, while in vivo recordings and behavioral studies were per-

formed in the lab of Dr. Monyer in Heidelberg. For patch-clamp recordings, we used somatostatin (SST)-Cremice (Jackson lab, stock

no. 013044; Taniguchi et al., 2011). For in vivo recordings and behavioral experiments we used SOM-Cremice. Animals of both sexes

(3–6 months old) were used for slice recordings, but only male mice were used for in vivo recordings and behavioral experiments. All

mice were kept under 12h light/12h dark cycle, and all the experiments were carried out during the light portion of the cycle. To moti-

vate mice to forage for food reward, in the random foraging in vivo electrophysiological experiments mice were maintained on food

deprivation at a bodyweight above 85% of their free-food weight. For all other experiments, mice had food and water ad libitum in

their home cage.

METHOD DETAILS

Stereotaxic viral injections and implantations
Mice (postnatal dayR 30) were anesthetized in an induction chamber and placed in a stereotaxic frame (David Kopf Instruments) with

0.5%–2% (v/v) isoflurane (Halocarbon Laboratories) airflow. A homeothermic warming plate (Physitemp Instrument Inc. or FMI

GmbH, TKM-0904) was used to maintain a constant body temperature. After securing the head with ear bars, 75% ethanol was

used to disinfect the surgical area, and the eyes were protected with an ophthalmic gel. A midline scalp incision (1.5 cm) and small

craniotomies were made based on the following coordinates with reference to bregma: anteroposterior, -2 mm; mediolateral,

1.2 mm. Viruses were delivered through the craniotomy to the hilar region using a 0.35 ml injection volume that was injected 2 mm

deep (from the dural surface). After injection, the injection needle was retracted to a depth of 1.8 mm and was kept there for about

10 min before it was withdrawn completely. All experiments were conducted after a minimum of 3 weeks of recovery following the

operation. For optogenetic stimulation, the viral construct AAV5-DIO-ChR2(H134R)-eYFP was used for the patch-clamp recording

experiments in the lab of Dr. Lien in Taipei, and AAV1-DIO-ChR2(H134R)-mCherry was used for the behavioral experiments and

in vivo recordings in the lab of Dr. Monyer in Heidelberg. Two viruses were used for Cre-dependent ChR2 transduction because ex-

periments were carried out at two institutions where these virus tools were already established. For optogenetic inhibition, the viral

construct AAV5-DIO-eNpHR3.0-eYFP was used. As control viruses we employed AAV1-DIO-eYFP and AAV5-DIO-eYFP. All viruses

were obtained from Addgene (#37082, 26966, 27056, and 55639). Retrograde tracing was performed using the retrograde tracer

cholera toxin subunit B tagged with Alexa Flour-555 (CTB-555; Invitrogen; Wan et al., 1982).

For in vivo unit recordings customized microdrives (Axona, MDR-16TSS1) with four individually movable tetrodes were used. Each

tetrode was constructed by twisting four tungsten wires (12 mm; California Fine Wire) tightly together. An optical fiber (Doric lenses,

125-0.22_18mm_ZF1.25-FLT) was placed in the midst between the four tetrodes. Implantation coordinates were DV -1.7 mm for the

optical fiber andDV -1.3mm for tetrodes. For the behavioral experiments, all virus injectionswere into the left DG, and the optical fiber

(Thorlabs, CFML22U-20) was implanted above the right DG (DV: -1.7 mm).

Slice electrophysiology
Weused 52mice for mapping the contralateral targets of DGSOM+ cells. To prepare brain slices for patch-clamp recordings, coronal

brain slices of 300 mm thickness containing the DG with a midline cut were prepared from SOM-Cre mice injected with a ChR2-virus

using a vibratome (Dosaka, DTK-1000). The brains were rapidly isolated and sliced in ice-cold cutting saline containing the following
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(in mM): 87 NaCl, 25 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2.5 KCl, 10 glucose, 75 sucrose, 0.5 CaCl2, and 7 MgCl2. After sectioning, the slices

were incubated in oxygenated (95%O2/5%CO2) cutting saline in a recovery chamber at 34�C for 30 min and stored at 23–25�C until

ready for use. During the recordings, the slices were placed in a recording chamber and perfused with oxygenated artificial cerebro-

spinal fluid (ACSF) containing the following (inmM): 125 NaCl, 25 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2.5 KCl, 25 glucose, 2 CaCl2, and 1MgCl2.

Neurons were visualized under an infrared differential interference contrast microscope (Olympus, BX51WI). The optical stimuli were

captured using a GaP photodiode (Thorlabs, wavelength range, 150–550 nm; 1 ns rise time), and the signals of the photodiode were

simultaneously recorded with the physiological signals. Whole-cell recordings were performed using a MultiClamp 700B amplifier

(Molecular Devices). Recording pipettes (2–5 MU) were pulled from borosilicate glasses with a filament (Harvard Apparatus, outer

diameter 1.5 mm; thickness, 0.32 mm). The recording pipettes were filled with an internal solution containing the following (in

mM): 15 K-gluconate, 140 KCl, 0.1 EGTA, 2 MgCl2, 4 Na2ATP, 10 HEPES, and 0.4% biocytin (w/v) (310 mOsm/L). The broad-spec-

trum ionotropic glutamate receptor blocker kynurenic acid (2 mM) and the GABAA receptor antagonist gabazine (1 mM) were used to

block glutamatergic and GABAergic transmission, respectively. Of the 281 patched neurons, 124 were classified as responsive, and

of these 61 were recorded from the left hemisphere and the others from the right hemisphere. For all recordings, the pipette capac-

itance was fully compensated, and the series resistance was compensated to approximately 80% in the voltage-clamp configura-

tion. Signals were low-pass filtered at 4 kHz and sampled at 10 kHz using Digidata 1440A (Molecular Devices). Pulse sequences were

generated using pClamp 10.2 (Molecular Devices). All recordings were performed at 23–25�C.

Neuron-labeling and reconstruction
To identify the recorded cells in slice recordings, we filled the cells with the biocytin-containing internal solution for at least 30min. The

cells were subsequently fixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). After fixation, the slices were permeabilized with 0.3% Triton

X-100 and incubated with Alexa-594-conjugated avidin (1:400, Invitrogen) overnight at 4�C. The brain slices were mounted with

Vectashield mounting medium (Vector Laboratories). Neurons labeled with Alexa-594-avidin were scanned using a two-photon mi-

croscope with a pulsed titanium sapphire laser (Coherent, Chameleon-Ultra II tuned to 800 nm) attached to a Leica DM6000 CFS

equipped with a 203/1.0 NA water immersion objective (Leica, HCX APO L). Morphological reconstructions were performed using

Neuromantic 1.6.3 software (Myatt et al., 2012).

In vivo unit recordings
After full recovery from the surgery, the mice were deprived of food, and their body weights weremaintained above 85% of their orig-

inal weights. Mice (n = 13) on food restriction were encouraged to explore and forage in a 703 70 3 30 cm square box (exploration

session), where small food pellets (TestDiet, 5 mg) were distributed automatically at 25 to 55 s intervals from a pellet feeder placed

100 cm above the center of the exploration box. After habituation to the environment was completed, two objects containing diluted

vanilla essence (1:100, Dr. Oetker Butter-Vanille-Aroma) were placed in the recording box as the enriched environment would in-

crease DG activity (Heale and Vanderwolf, 1994; Huckleberry et al., 2015; Kirschen et al., 2017). The objects were placed 20 cm

away from the walls (4 candidate spots). The recording session started after the mice were fully habituated to the environment

and the objects (approximately two weeks; Kirschen et al., 2017). A recording session comprised two 20 min exploration trials

with 10min rest in between (rest box; 203 203 30 cm). The objects were placed randomly in 2 of 4 candidate spots in the first explo-

ration trial. For the second exploration trial, one object was displaced such that it was orthogonal to its original position. The place-

ment was repeated the next day with a reversed light-on/-off assignment (Figure 2A, bottom), and the object location and stimulation

were balanced throughout the recordings. Tetrodes were advanced by approximately 25 mm after two recording sessions.

The microdrive was connected to a LED-anchored headstage (Intan, RHD2132) that amplified and digitized the signals, and was

further connected to an interface board (Intan, RHDUSB interface board; analog bandwidth, 0.09–7603.77 Hz; sampling rate, 20 kHz)

with a lightweight cable (Intan, RHD 6-ft ultra thin SPI cable). The signals from the interface board were sent to a computer where

data were acquired and stored using the open-source software Ktan (https://github.com/kevin-allen/ktan) as described previously

(Kornienko et al., 2018). Automatic clustering was first performed using KlustaKwik (https://sourceforge.net/projects/klustakwik/;

Rossant et al., 2016), and cluster cutting was performed using Klusters (Lynn Hazan, Buzsáki lab). The position of animals was

determined by tracking the LED signals using the open-source software Positrack (https://github.com/kevin-allen/positrack)

sampled at 50 Hz. Randomized 10 Hz trigger signals for the photostimulation (�9.5 mW) were generated using the open-source soft-

ware Laser_stimulation (https://github.com/kevin-allen/laser_stimulation). Digital on/off signals from the tracking and laser stimula-

tion systems were transferred to the Intan USB interface board for synchronization with the physiological signals.

Criteria to determine responsive cells
To identify the directly targeted cells in the ex vivo recordings, we analyzed the average inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs). A cell

was considered responsive when the peak amplitude of average IPSCs was greater than 3-fold the standard deviation (SD) of the

baseline. In the in vivo recordings, we considered a cell responsive (excited or inhibited) when post optogenetic stimulation the num-

ber of spikes in two consecutive bins was greater than the mean ± 3-fold SD of the spike numbers in the baseline (20 ms before light

stimuli) in the peristimulus histogram (1 ms bin size, 100 ms window size). The latency of the response was the time of the first bin

when excitation or inhibition exceeded the threshold value.
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Physiological features of neurons recorded in vivo

The burst index was calculated from the autocorrelogram of a single cell by dividing the spike number in the 3–5 ms bins by the

average spike number in the 200–300 ms bins (Senzai and Buzsáki, 2017). The trough-to-peak latency was measured as the time

from the most negative voltage of a spike to the highest voltage after that time point (Kornienko et al., 2018). The spatial information

score was calculated as previously reported (Skaggs et al., 1993). The information score indicates the amount of spatial information

(bits) encoded by a spike. The following formula was used:

Information score =
XN

i = 1

pi

li

l
log2

li

l

The space of the recording chamber is divided into nonoverlapping spatial bins where i = 1, ., N bin, pi is the occupancy prob-

ability of the ith bin, li is the mean firing rate of the ith bin, and l is the overall mean firing rate of the cell.

Criteria to define spatial-selective cells
A cell was considered as spatial-selective if its information score was significantly higher than the information score obtained from the

shuffled data (GoodSmith et al., 2017; p < 0.05). The shuffling procedure was repeated 1,000 times for each cell, and the the 95th

percentile was selected as the cutoff for the information score obtained for the shuffled data. To exclude putative interneurons,

only cells with a mean firing rate of < 10 Hz during light-off sessions were included in the analysis (GoodSmith et al., 2019).

Immunohistochemistry
Mice were perfused with 4% PFA (Carl Roth GmbH, Histofix) and the brain was post-fixed overnight. Endogenous mCherry signals

were enhanced with polyclonal rabbit-anti-DsRed antibody (1:1000, Clontech Living Colors�, 632496) and Cy3-goat anti-rabbit

antibody (1:1000, Jackson ImmunoResearch, 711-165-152). SOM and glutamate receptor subunit 2/3 (GluR2/3) expression were

evaluated using rat monoclonal anti-SOM antibody (1:500, Millipore, MAB354) and rabbit polyclonal anti-GluR2/3 antibody (1:200,

Millipore, AB1506), respectively. The slices were mounted with Mowiol (Mowiol 40-88, Sigma Aldrich, 324590-100G) and imaged us-

ing a confocal microscope (Zeiss, LSM 700).

Conditioned place preference test
The conditioned place preference (CPP) apparatus consisted of two chambers of the same size (203 203 27 cm), which were con-

nected to a corridor (203 93 27 cm). The two chambers had a distinct pattern on their walls (‘‘stripes’’ and ‘‘pattern’’), which had a

similar overall brightness. The entire apparatus was placed in a dimly lit room with prominent distal cues. On day 1 (pretest), the an-

imals (eYFP: 17mice, ChR2: 14mice) received intraperitoneal saline (0.9%NaCl; 10mL/kg) injection and were allowed to explore the

CPP apparatus for 0.5 h. Allocation of the context (stripes, pattern), which would subsequently be paired with ethanol was performed

in a counterbalanced manner. Mice that had pretest bias of over 25% more time in one chamber than the other during the pretest

session were excluded. From days two to seven (except day five), each mouse was injected with saline in the morning immediately

before entering the saline-paired chamber and injected with 2g/kg ethanol at a volume of 10ml/kg (20% ethanol in saline) in the af-

ternoon immediately before entering the ethanol-paired chamber. The inverse regime, that is the ethanol session in the morning and

the saline session in the afternoon, is not feasible, as it is likely that the effect of the ethanol administration in themorning sessionmay

not have worn off before the afternoon session. On day three and day six, the animals were habituated with a patch cable connected

to the optical fiber in the morning sessions. On day eight (test), the animals received intraperitoneal saline and were allowed to freely

explore the CPP apparatus for 0.5 h, while receiving 10 Hz blue light stimulations in the cDG. The CPP score was calculated as the

time difference between the ethanol-paired and saline-paired chambers. During conditioning, we did not see a difference in locomo-

tor activity between the ChR2 and eYFP groups (data not shown).

Object displacement (OD) and object recognition (OR) task
Three weeks after virus injection and optical fiber implantation, the animals (eYFP: 16 mice; NpHR: 17 mice) were carefully handled

until they were fully habituated to human handling before performing the test (Hurst and West, 2010). The OD and OR experiments

took 13 days in total. In spite of the difference in the apparatus between the OD and OR tasks, the experimental procedures were

identical (Figures 4B and 4E): After an habituation trial (15 min) on the first day (Day 1), the mice were presented with the OD task

(Day 2). The mice first explored the OD arena for 10 min during the sample session in which two identical objects of 6 cm diameter

were placed 6 cm from the walls of the apparatus. After this trial themice were placed to a resting box while the experimenter cleaned

and set up the object configuration (OD: displace one object to a novel location; OR: replace one object with a novel object). After

5 min of delay, half of the mice received continuous 589 nm laser stimulations (�9.5 mW, OEM Laser Systems) during the 5 min test

trial, while half of them received sham stimuli (laser-off). On the next day (Day 3), the mice that received laser stimuli previously

received sham stimulation (laser-off), and vice versa for the other half of the mice. Six days (Day 9) after the laser manipulation during

the test trials, mice repeated the OD task, with the difference that laser manipulation was delivered during the 10 min sample trial.

Same procedure was applied for the OR task (starting from Day 5). The apparatus used in the OD task was a square

arena (45 3 45 3 25 cm), and the one for the OR task was a circular arena (diameter 40 cm, height 40.5 cm). The video analysis
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of exploratory behavior was performed at 0.5x playback speed, and the experimenter was blinded to the type of virus injection.

Exploratory behavior was defined as themouse being close to the object with the nose pointing toward, including sniffing or touching

the object with the nose or forepaws. A discrimination index (DI) was calculated as follows:

Discrimination indexðDIÞ =
ðTnovel � TfamiliarÞ
ðTnovel +TfamiliarÞ 3 100%
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data were analyzed using Clampfit 10.2 for ex vivo data, R 3.6, relectro (https://github.com/kevin-allen/relectro/) for in vivo data,

DeepLabCut (Mathis et al., 2018) and Noldus for evaluating animal position in OD/OR and CPP experiments, respectively. The

data in all graphs are presented as the mean +standard error of the mean (SEM) or mean + standard deviation (SD). The error

bars in the bar graphs also denote SEMs or SDs. All statistical tests were two-sidedwith a = 0.05. Themedians for the between-group

comparisons were tested using the Mann-Whitney U test and Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s tests, and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests

for within-group comparisons. Multiple comparisons were analyzed using a post-hoc Tukey or Sidak test. GraphPad Prism 8 was

used for the statistical analysis.
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